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BODGIE DADA & THE CULT OF COOL  

Eric Myers interviews the author John Clare, aka Gail Brennan 

_______________________________________________________________ 

[This interview appeared first in the Aug/Sep 1995 edition of Jazzchord.] 

Eric Myers: Why did you write this book? 

John Clare: The original impulse behind this book was a very basic and personal one: to tell a 

story. In many cases these are things that I have seen and heard directly. They seemed very 

important to me at the time, and in retrospect they seem even more important - because one 

realises later that these things have affected lots of other people, not just oneself. I hadn’t 

read anything that really gave me back the feeling, the ethos, the atmosphere, the 

strangeness and excitement of the periods of Australian jazz that I had observed or been 

involved in. This was not because the writers were inferior to me – from a literary and 

academic point of view they were probably vastly superior, certainly much better educated - 

but because they simply weren’t there at the time, or not there as often as I was! At the same 

time I wanted to set my recollections, and my ideas about the aesthetic and social impulses 

of various jazz movements here, against those of various key figures whom I interviewed - as 

well as musicians and fans who were not so influential but were well placed to observe. It 

has, I think, the intensity of a personal view, but it seeks to encompass many views. 

I did not set out to write a history - I’m not an academic. It is basically a book of ideas and 

recollections, but it soon became apparent that the book would be much more useful to a 

broad readership if it gave a coherent account, within a space limit set by my publishers, of 

Australian jazz since the second world war - including things that were before my time (I was 

five when the war ended). I reconstructed these areas through reading the existing sources, 

including old magazines, and through interviews. I thought that these would be the weakest  
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sections of the book, and they probably are, but they turned out much better than I’d hoped. 

I think I’ve even managed to say something fresh about the traditional jazz revival – but now 

that I’ve finished I can think of a lot more! Next edition maybe. 

EM: Do you think that the book fills a gap in the historiography of Australian 

jazz? 

JC: I don’t know if the book would expand the historical knowledge of a keen student of 

Australian jazz, but it certainly attempts to dig a little deeper than anything previously 

written about modern movements in particular. I wanted to examine motive - why did 

certain people play a certain way at a particular time?, etc - and survival, and where jazz fits. 

I don’t know why nobody has ever looked at the bodgies, for instance, and their connection 

to jazz through their jitterbugging and jiving, and the attitudes they had in common with 

some musicians - the hunger for newness, for modernity, after the war. I don’t know why 

nobody has ever looked without jaundice at the effect of rock and roll on jazz (positive, it 

seems to me), and the various attitudes to it held by jazz musicians- and of course the role 

jazz musicians played in such important rock bands as Johnny O’Keefe’s, Max Merritt and so 

on. I don’t know why nobody has asked why certain modernists and traditional revivalists 

sometimes behaved in a way that was quite bizarre for the time - were they Dadaists, or just 

larrikins? 

 

Bob Bertles: a jazz musician who played in an important rock band led by Max 

Merritt…PHOTO COURTESY AUSTRALIAN JAZZ MUSEUM 

I wanted to evoke important cultural locales - like the speakeasies of St Kilda, the emigré 

meeting places of old Kings Cross - the beards, the chess, the pipes, the oppressive 

masculinity. And the openness of the jazz clubs to all classes. I wanted to evoke the feeling of 

suburbia itself, a backdrop as omnipresent as the outback. Whenever I have read about 

famous international jazz clubs I’ve wanted more physical detail, more about who went 

there, more about the neighbourhood itself. Therefore, when writing about El Rocco, Jazz 

Centre 44 and soon, I’ve really let the reader wallow in it. 
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EM: Does the book have any particular theme? 

JC: One of my themes is of jazz as an intersection. You can bring to this form the most 

conventional, solid, musical knowledge - from childhood piano lessons, from playing in the 

school band, from going to the conservatorium - and you can connect this to all sorts of 

exotic inputs. There are those who lay down the rules, very dogmatically in some cases, and 

there are those who are filled with musical curiosity and openness. Both are right in a way, 

but it has always fascinated me that the great innovative musical figures - Charles Munro, for 

instance - quite often know much more about the structure of music than the conservative 

tradition-botherers. But both exist, are part of jazz, and that interests me. 

I was interested to look at the tension that exists between the desire to create something 

fresh and local and the desire to play like one of the great Americans who inspired you in the 

first place. I was fascinated to hear from Don Burrows that he had been instructed by ex-

British TV bandleader Eric Jupp to play the written solo - the solo his man in England had 

played - and that Don had rebelled against this and finally got his way. Rather more shocking 

examples of wilful originality are provided by people like Charlie Munro and Bernie McGann. 

 

The great Charlie Munro: a shocking example of wilful originality… 

I haven’t tried to set up a hierarchy - who’s the best, who’s the second best, who’s lousy etc - I 

think I’ve finally grown out of that, and I am sure that criticism can find other things to 

concern itself with. Nevertheless, certain people emerge as being very important and 

influential. But there are other people whose playing I have always loved, but who might not 

loom so large as influences or leaders, and many of them are in there. I was really happy to 

be able to use some of Ron Falson’s photos, for instance, because he was one of the first 

Australian trumpet players I actually heard on the radio, and when I heard him on record 

recently I was amazed by how accurate my memory was. He did sound that good! And his 

photos are wonderful. 
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EM: What do you think has brought about the current flowering of the music? 

JC: We are in a period of remarkable variety now. Many of the styles of the past can still be 

heard, which is wonderful. And when you look at a cluster of contemporary bands, even if 

you take a bunch whose personnel overlaps - Wanderlust, Clarion Fracture Zone, The Necks, 

The catholics, the Bernie McGann Trio, Ten Part Invention - each is utterly distinctive. Some 

of this variety has developed because the non-jazz or borderline jazz bands in which many of  

 

Geoff Bull: he referred to Clarion Fracture Zone and other bands as being in the “other 

camp”... PHOTO COURTESY JOHN SPEIGHT 

the current generation have earned their livings are very colourful, interesting and varied in 

their own right - Jump Back Jack, The Umbrellas, Ed Kuepper’s bands, the various Latin 

bands, Bulgarian bands like Mars, plus all the usual weddings, parties anything gigs. There Is 

a generation of players now which does not look down on non-jazz forms. They realise that 

jazz has always been a hybrid, drawing on all sorts of areas - back to Jelly Roll Morton and  
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the Spanish tinge, and beyond. In fact many of them became very anti-jazz, due to the 

grumbling of old buffs, and in the long run their stance opened things up. 

As I get older, paradoxically, I become less tolerant of the whinging old jazz buffs. There was 

a fascinating series of letters in JazzChord from a New Orleans enthusiast, who was 

contradicted rather too harshly by Geoff Bull, but he spoiled it by referring to Clarion 

Fracture Zone and other bands as being in the “other camp”. The members of Clarion don’t 

think of him that way. They are all in the sacred business of making music. To speak of 

“other camps” is to go back to teenage fan club days - our music is better than yours, your 

music sucks, nya, nya!  It’s infantile, and it’s pathetic when old men do it. 

The truth is that jazz has always been only one stream of the musical universe for me - 

Debussy, Bach and the Beatles would knock out a few jazz entries in my desert island discs. I 

like to think of myself as a music lover, and I have been very happy to hear the reaction of 

non-jazz buffs who have had occasion to read the proofs. They have enjoyed it all as a story, 

and have begun to realise that there are levels to jazz of which they were unaware. They 

might say, “Well I never really liked traditional jazz” or “Thelonious Monk still sounds pretty 

weird to me, but I’m interested to read about it all as part of a cultural perspective.” People 

like that were the ideal readers I had in my mind while writing the book. I have also been 

much encouraged by young musicians who have told me that they are looking forward to 

reading it. Somehow I know they will enjoy It. 

 

 


